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Section 1

Introduction
As we all know, almost all CFLi’s (Integral compact fluorescent lamps) on the market are
non-dimmable. This is because current dimmer switches or electronic dimmer systems
on the market are initially designed for the dimming of incandescent or halogen lamps.
To create a CFLi into a dimmable lamp, special extra components and modified circuitry
are required.
With response to increasing demand for dimmable energy-saving lighting solutions,
MEGAMAN® will launch the world’s first family of energy-saving dimming series.
Preceding its success with the launch of the DorS DIMMING lamps, MEGAMAN®
debuted its complete range of linear-dimming CFLis in 2007, herein named as
“DIMMERABLE”. These dimmable lamps are designed to be compatible with
conventional dimmer switches and advanced digital dimmers. Lamp shapes include the
Classic (GSU111d), Candle (CL407d & GL809d), Tubular (SLU111d & SLU218d),
PAR38 (BR0618d) and GU10 (BR1411d), which parallel the appearances of commonly
used incandescent and halogen applications.
Besides offering incredible energy-savings, the “Plug-and-Dim” attribute of the
DIMMERABLE lamps save the hassles and extra-costs for retrofit. Users can
conveniently perform dimming with existing dimmer switches.
As opposed to other competitors with similar offerings, the MEGAMAN® DIMMERABLEs
have proved to deliver better performance in dimming that is truly linear and flicker-free.
The DIMMERABLE’s are available in a complete range for wider application purposes (5
types altogether). The DIMMERABLE lamps come in smaller profiles, which allow them
to be fitted into fixtures of various shapes and sizes. Moreover, the DIMMERABLE lamps
are currently acclaimed as the world’s smallest lamps in the category of dimmable CFLis.

Section 2

Product Attributes
The DIMMERABLE lamps offer a dimming range from 10% to 100% with extra
energy-savings when dimmed.
Product Features:
• Plug-and-Dim
• Smooth dimming on ordinary dimmer switches*
• 10% to 100% dimmable range**
• Illuminates at 10% brightness without flickering
• Delivers 10,000 hours lamp life
• “A” Class Energy Label
• Saves energy while dimming
• Available in colour temperatures: 2700K, 3000K and 4000K
• Easy installation with no retrofit required
• Replaces conventional bulbs and halogen lamps
• Fits into standard luminaires
*Compatible with most electronic dimmers and digital dimmer for incandescent and halogens. Touch
dimmers and Remote-controlled dimmers do not apply.
**Dimming the lamp to 10% brightness level will depend on the specification of the dimmer switch.
Fine-tuning the lamp to “Minimum Optimal Level” of brightness can be performed using a dimmer switch
equipped with a potentiometer.

Section 3

Test Results on Dimmers
The DIMMERABLE lamps underwent a compatibility test on over 100 types of dimmers from over 20 countries.
Consequently, the DIMMERABLEs delivered excellent dimming performance during the tests. Here are the results:

Section 4

Explanation on Touch Dimmers
Most Touch Dimmers are designed with either an Integrated Circuit (IC) or with a built-in
Micro-controller (MCU) in some cases to detect certain waveforms during the dimming
process. Touch dimmers are designed to detect the waveforms generated by the
incandescent lamps and such a waveform is sinusoidal in nature.
On the other hand, dimming a CFL lamp with an incandescent touch dimmer is not
encouraged because the waveform of the CFL during the dimming process differs
largely from the waveform which the touch dimmers are designed to detect. The
inconsistent signals detected by the touch dimmers will cause the CFL dimming lamp to
be erratic in operation.

Remarks:
The incandescent lamp is an impedance load with a power factor of 1. Hence, their
waveform is in phase and sinusoidal. However, the power factor of CFLs is much lower.
Hence, the waveform for a CFL is neither sinusoidal nor regular.

Section 5

Explanation on Lamp Loading
Since there are several types of dimmers in the market with variation in wattage
declarations, it would be difficult to determine the loading requirements for each dimmer.
Taking safety and dimming effects into consideration, we have come up with the
following: The “Min. Loading” will be set at 1/6th of the minimum declaration; whereas the
“Max. Loading” will be set at 1/5th of the maximum declaration.
Most dimmers available in the market are designed for incandescent lamps. The current
drawn by the DIMMERABLE® lamps varies largely from those drawn by the
incandescent lamps. After performing tests on several dimmers, it would be appropriate
to make the above declaration which guarantees that all dimmers used will be operating
under a secure loading range.
Theoretically speaking, we take 1/5 as the factor for the minimum loading. But based on
the test results, using 1/6 as the factor for the minimum loading would guarantee that the
DIMMERABLE® lamp is compatible with various dimmers.
For Example
A 250VA dimmer might have a mimimum load of 40VA (i.e. 40W). This means 40W
divided by 1/5th = 8W. Therefore 1 x 11W GU10 for example will work on a 250Va
dimmer. A 400VA dimmer’s minimum load may be 60VA (60W) so following the same
methodology 60W divided by 1/5th = 12W so two lamps will be required on this circuit to
function properly.

Section 6

Explanation on Lamp Dimming
When Incadescent lamps are dimmed they operate a linear dimming capability. This
means a 60W GLS lamp running at 240V when dimmed to 10% output is running at 24V
i.e. 10% of 240V.
For CFL’s this is not possible as the traditional voltage / current / amperage formulae do
not apply. CFL’s need a certain current to maintain the arc in the lamp.
Therefore new Dimmerable lamps do save energy when dimmed it is not in a linear
format. For example an 11W GU10 lamp dimmed at 10% still uses around 6W, the
energy saving is still half of normal operation but the key factor is the light output –
Lumens are being dimmed and not the power in the lamp as for incandescent types.

Section 7

Explanation on Lamp Dimming by Competitors
Dimmerable lamps operate differently to other dimming lamps due to their design. Our
Ingenium technology means we operate lamps very differently to the market and can
achieve strong lumen output (due to the cooling tube) and longer lamp life due to the
semi Conductor (IC Chip). Our Dimming technology is based in a programme on the
chip to do the dimming, we find in the test so far that this means smoother dimming over
a wider range than competitors who’s lamp design and operation is different. Don’t
forget we are the only company to put dimming capability in to a whole family of lamps
with their own characteristics – we have studied more than others who simply have a
tubular type.

Conclusion
From the context in previous sections, we can see that the DIMMERABLEs have proven
to be fully functional on various dimmers with exceptional linear dimming capability
during the dimming process.
To make the product user-friendly, the DIMMERABLEs is engineered with a
“Plug-and-Dim” feature that allows users to mount the lamp into various fittings to
perform instant dimming on existing dimmer switches.
Moreover, the current range of the DIMMERABLEs is more than adequate to replace
various incandescent applications for dimming purposes.
It is safe to say that for general domestic applications in the home the min load
requirements should not be an issue at all and most dimmers will accept quite happily
2/3 lamps in a room. The formauleas 1/5th and 1/6th only apply for small commercial
applications where there are 10-20 lamps and care should be taken to ensure we specify
the right dimmer for the customer. In most commercial applications a new dimmer
board for the scene setter can be bought without the need for a whole new system so
there are plenty of other solutions.
To summarise, the MEGAMAN® DIMMERABLE CFLs is the most viable solution to
replace current incandescent applications where dimming is desired.

